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Milly and the Magic Box is an imagination-inspired animated television series for !
2 to 5 year olds. The narrated show is about a 4-year old girl named Milly who 
plays make-believe with the help of a recyclable cardboard box that can transform 
into any vehicle, building, or landmark she imagines! The Narrator (famous actor 
TBA) interacts with Milly and asks her questions, or comments on her actions. 
Accompanying Milly on all of her make believe adventures is Cupcake, her grumpy 
tabby cat.  Unlike Cupcake, Milly is precocious, curious, and is heaps of fun!!
!
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Milly has a family: Mama, Daddy, and Nana, who typically appear in the 
beginning or the end of each episode. Milly, Cupcake, and friends end !
each episode with snack-time provided by Mama, Daddy or Nana, outdoor !
playtime, or family time, when Cayden, Lulu, Maggie and Pocket go home !
to their families and Milly has special family time.!
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In each episode, Milly, Cupcake, and friends hop into the “magic” box, situated in Milly’s bedroom, !
living room, or backyard, and they’re whisked off on a fantastical adventure.  Each adventure has !
a simple quest that must be accomplished. Often, the quest is introduced by way of a new fantasy !
character that appears early in the make-believe adventure. The children and pets work together, !
and with the voiceover of the narrator to guide them, they complete the quest.!



After Milly and friends dress up in costume thematic to the adventure, they hop in the box, and the box transforms 
into a vehicle or landmark that is key to the story. It may become a pirate ship on the rolling seas, a stone castle !
on a hill, or a spaceship in outer Space. The make-believe vehicle or building can be larger or smaller than the box!
but the audience will always be able to recognize it based on its shape. Cupcake and the other pets appear in the 
make believe world as different animals or imaginary creatures. For example, Cupcake transforms into a catfish 
underwater, a large orange dragon in the fairy tale world, and a green alien in a flying saucer in outer Space.  !


